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Anytime I get to visit the Amish
country of Lancaster and York
counties in southeast

Pennsylvania it is a good time.
However my recent visit to Apple
Archery Products located in York
County was an especially enjoyable
one. Apple Archery Products is nes-
tled in some of Pennsylvania’s most
beautiful countryside with a pic-
turesque mixture of neat homes,
small manufacturing facilities and
sprawling Amish farms. York County
has a history of being the home to
small and medium size manufactur-
ing facilities including many custom
machine shops. As a matter of fact so
well known were York County’s man-
ufacturing capabilities that during
the Second World War it was on
Germany’s list of potential bombing
or sabotage targets.

Today Apple Archery Products
sits snuggled in a small neat building
located directly behind Kurtz
Industries, a high tech custom
machine shop. During the 1990’s

owner Jerry Kurtz was manufacturing
metal components for a number of
clients including a gentleman that
was manufacturing an early version
of today’s modern bow press. When
that individual chose to pursue other
business interests Kurtz decided to
buy him out rather than risk losing
the component manufacturing por-
tion of the business. As a result of
that decision in 1996 Kurtz Industries
became both the manufacturer and
supplier of the Apple bow press. As
the demand for bow presses grew
Jerry needed someone to help run
the Apple Archery Products division
and who better to turn to than his
wife Holly. 

Holly Kurtz is a nurse by training
and I assumed that the transition
from the medical field to manufac-
turing and product distribution
would be a difficult one but she
quickly set me straight. “As a nurse

you are trained to do triage, to sepa-
rate important details from those
things that can wait,” Holly
explained. “I approached managing
Apple Archery Products the same
way. My goal was clear. I knew that
our success depended upon our abil-
ity to supply economical, easy to use
equipment that would allow the
dealer to service their customers
quickly and efficiently.”

“With that picture in mind I was
constantly looking for ways to
improve our products, our service
and to meet our customers’ needs
while reducing our cost without sac-
rificing quality,” Holly continued. “It
was that simple, I didn’t need an
engineering degree to do that, just a
sincere desire to provide the best
product at the best price.”

One has only to look at any of the
many Apple Archery Products to see
that the owners have done exactly

Apple Thrives By Equipping

This Apple Pro Shop Kit is on display just inside the entrance to the Apple facility. Apple
assembles a number of different kits that provide the dealer with a complete work cen-
ter at an economical price. They also have string making and bow repair kits.

Holly Kurtz is shown here holding Ko-Ko,
a Yorkshire terrier that has the run of the
office space.
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that. Their line of bow presses is a
clear example of the thought that
goes into each item of their complete
product line. They offer nine differ-
ent bow press models and while
some are intended for specific bow
designs others are designed for the
specific needs of the end user. While
the presses can be bench mounted
an adjustable bow press stand is also
available freeing up valuable bench
space and making the press easily
movable for shops with limited work
areas.  

“The constant change in bow
designs over the past several years
has driven the rapid need for new
and different bow presses,” Holly
explained. “Not only is a good bow

press necessary for bow mainte-
nance but having the proper press for
the bow design being worked on is
equally as important. Our bow press
line includes presses that can handle
specific bow designs as well as press-
es that can handle a wide variety of
bow configurations. Our Apple Super
Pro and Pro Parallel Press both fea-
ture a hydraulic booster that allows
the safe and quick compression of
the new parallel limb bows. However
these presses can serve double duty
for the compression of standard limb
bows by simply not using the
hydraulic booster feature.”

“With the growing popularity of
crossbows,” Holly continued, “we
also offer our Pro Crossbow Press as

well as a Pro Crossbow Pull Bar and
Jack Tube Assembly that can be
adapted to several of our other press-
es, providing the user with a double
duty press. For the hobbyist who
wants to service his own bow, speed
is not necessarily important.
However, to the pro shop owner time

Service-Minded Retailers
By John Kasun

Jerry Kurtz (right)  and Josh Edelblute are shown here assembling one of Apples new E-
model bow presses with a hydraulic booster designed for compression of the new paral-
lel limb bows. The E-Model is an economical version of its big brother presses used by
many retailers.

Apple Archery Products' office headquar-
ters is located in a small building adjacent
to the assembly and shipping area and
directly behind Kurtz Industries where
components are produced.
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is money and the quicker he can get a
bow in the press and have it relaxed
the quicker he can turn it around and
get to the next job or the next sale. We
have models with which the average
operator can have a bow relaxed in 15
seconds with many dealers that can
do it in less than ten seconds. Equally
as important, they can do it safely.
Safety is always foremost in our
minds. With some of the recent dras-
tic changes in bow designs, especial-
ly the parallel limb models, safety is a
real concern. Using a press that is not
designed for the bow being pressed
could result in a broken bow or
worse, an injury to the press opera-
tor. We encourage everyone with a
press over five years old to seriously
consider an upgrade.”

A close inspection of an Apple
bow press reflects the thought and

effort that goes into their production.
Not only are they efficient and easy to
operate, they are made of the finest
materials. Every component is heavy
duty which adds up to years of trou-
ble free service for the user. Because

they are designed,
engineered and manu-
factured under the one
umbrella that repre-
sents the close associa-

tion between Kurtz Industries and
Apple Archery Products, waste and
errors are all but eliminated. In order
to minimize cost while maintaining a
quality product Apple “designs cost
out” of their products before they are
put into production. Using common
materials and interchangeable com-
ponents between models not only
reduces manufacturing cost but
makes retrofitting or upgrading older

Kurtz Industries is a custom machine shop located in York County, Pennsylvania. It pro-
duces many of the components used to assemble Apple Bow Presses as well as numerous
other items in the Apple product line.

Using the latest machining and manufacturing technology
enables Kurtz Industries to not only manufacture quality
products efficiently but also to reduce machining cost which
is reflected in the price of the finished product. Here Deb
Keller is checking an automated machining center's pro-
gram before starting a component run.

Joe Kinard is checking his welding jig’s position before welding com-
ponents for bow press arms.

Circle 78 on Response Card for Sims
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presses much easier at a lower cost to
the user. The only operation that is
not performed in house is the pow-
der coating finish. But even that is
done locally at a small coating facili-
ty within 5 miles of Apple’s plant.
Apple also chooses to use American
made parts whenever possible even
if the cost is greater and they are
proud to add an American Made
sticker to each of their presses. 

“Apple Archery Products Inc. is a
stand alone business,” stressed Holly.
“We order all of our components, the
bulk of which are produced at Kurtz
Industries, and we do all the assem-
bly and shipping from our Apple
facility. We have a tightly knit team

here at Apple. I oversee all aspects of
the operation and my daughter
Courtney Lewis handles incoming
orders and customer service calls.
Barry Rudisill oversees production
and shipping while Josh Edelblute
and John ‘Mick” McGuire do the
assembly work. Although there are
only five of us, we pride ourselves on
being interchangeable and we can all
fill in as required whenever there is a
need. Because each team member is
familiar with all aspects of the busi-
ness we normally ship orders within
one day and get repair parts out the
same day. This seamless operation all
but eliminates errors in shipment
and allows us to guarantee customer

satisfaction. Two of
our larger distribu-
tors, Kinsey’s Archery
and Lancaster
Archery are both
located only a short
distance away and it
is common for us to
make on-the-spot
deliveries to satisfy a
customers needs.” 

Because of the
wide selection of
bow presses offered
by Apple, selecting
the best press for
your particular
application may at
first seem a little

overwhelming. An Apple representa-
tive can easily explain the differences
in the presses and make a recom-
mendation that best suits your
needs. Due to the modular design of
the presses if you presently own an
Apple press they can also provide
upgrade information that would
allow you to retrofit an existing press
to handle a wider variety of bow
designs.

“While Apple is well known for
our quality bow presses they are only
a part of the product line we offer,”
said Holly. “Apple is not on the fringe
of the archery industry; we feel that
we are a valuable part of the main-
stream. We offer a complete line of
archery tools and accessories that are
designed to help the dealer maximize
his service time. At Apple we recog-
nize that the quicker and more effi-
ciently a dealer can service his cus-
tomer the more money he makes and
the more satisfied the customer. It’s a
win-win situation for everyone
involved.”

“While we strive to constantly
provide the dealer with quality
equipment we also realize that every
dealer is faced with different needs
and operates on a different budget,”

Highh Pointt Productss 

Alliess forr yourr Treestandd 

www.hparchery.com Toll Free 866-674-6480

Made in the U.S.A.

Crossbow Holder

NEW 
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These Bow Vise components John “Mick” McGuire is using
have just returned from the powder coating vendor which
gives them their durable, baked-on finish.

These completed arrow cut-off saws will
soon be shipped to waiting customers.
Apple offers five different models of cut-
off saws. Each model offers different fea-
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Holly stressed. “Take for example our
arrow saws. It would be simple for us
to offer only one model. In essence
that would reduce our inventory and
make filling orders a snap but we did
not feel that is the best option for the
dealer. Instead we offer five different
models that allow the dealer to
choose from a basic no frills model to
a heavy duty model with a built in
dust collection system. At Apple we
don’t believe in ‘one size fits all’. We
feel it is important to allow each deal-
er to select the equipment that best
fits his particular application; howev-
er that doesn’t mean that we hand
him a catalog and say ‘good luck.’  We
love to talk to our distributors and
dealers to let them know what new
items we have to offer and help them
select equipment that not only fills
their tool requirements but does so
in the most economical manner pos-
sible.”  

Although Apple’s staff believes in
offering multiple choices when
needed the bow vise, known as the
Archer’s Third Hand, is only offered
in one model. However that one
model allows the user to accurately
clamp a bow for service while allow-
ing it to be rotated 360 degrees as
well as front to back. When you can
get one model to do everything you
don’t need another version. This kind
of thinking is applied throughout
Apple’s line allowing the firm to offer

choices when needed while holding
down cost overall.

“Because we are a relatively small
operation we have to work smarter,
not harder,’ laughed Holly. “We
research all of our products to ensure
we provide the best quality available.
For example, we are a large supplier
of the rubber tubing used for string
peep alignment. As with all of our
products we wanted to supply the
tubing at a good price but we also
wanted to ensure that we could sup-

• Proprietary manufacturing process results in 
a bowstring that offers maximum performance! 

• Center serving technology renders the center 
   serving exceptionally secure and durable!

• Like every Zebra® bowstring, the BarracudaTM

features the patented “ZS” Twist® technology 
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919 River Road, P.O. Box 367  •  Sparta, Wisconsin 54656  •  (608) 269-1235 

www.zebrastrings.com 
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"

No other bowstring
offers all of these
advantages!

No other bowstring
offers all of these
advantages!
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Boo is the company cat and unofficial
Vice President.

tures and is priced accordingly allowing
the user to select exactly the model that
fits their needs and budget.
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ply a quality prod-
uct. In order to do
this we devised
several simple in-
house tests. To
determine the var-
ious rubbers’
resistance to sun-
light we simply
placed a variety of
samples on the
window sill. It
wasn’t long until
we could see a

breakdown in some of those samples.
It may not have been a very scientific
experiment but it helped us elimi-
nate a number of suppliers and pre-
vented us from distributing an inferi-
or product.”

“We have continued to expand
the number of items we manufactur-
er at Apple,” Holly continued. “Some
of that expansion is driven by the
need to keep current with the latest
bow designs but much of it is gener-
ated by simply listening to the needs
of our customers. Take for an exam-

ple our Arrow
C l e a n i n g / P r e p
Tool. While at an
ATA show I was
talking to a dealer
that was telling me
how he couldn’t

1840 Chandler Avenue

St. Paul, MN 55113 USA

1-800-626-3844

FREE  VANE OFFER also  at:  w w w. f lex f letch. com
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and Stability
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FLEX-BOND GLUE
Perfect for all  vanes, feathers,

nocks and EVERY arrow shaft.

Won’t harden or jell in the

tube. Strong but not brittle.

Unaffected by moisture or

temperature.

You be the Judge
Compare Flex-Fletch vanes to any other vanes or feathers. 

Come to ATA Booth 1546 for your free samples.

Courtney Lewis has that friendly and
helpful voice that many callers hear when
they call Apple Archery Products to place
an order or ask for advice. She’s shown
here demonstrating a crossbow press dur-
ing the 2005 ATA Show in Indianapolis. Her
father, Jerry Kurtz, is at right.
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find anything that would satisfactori-
ly clean the inside of carbon arrows
until he tried a gun cleaning brush.
At that moment a new product was

born. We were already using a T-han-
dle on our tap tools and insert extrac-
tors so all we had to do was fit a stiff
wire brush to that same handle. The

result was the Arrow Cleaning/Prep
Tool that many dealers now rely on to
ensure a good bond for carbon arrow
inserts.”

“At first glance an arrow cleaning
tool may not seem like such a big
deal but every dealer needs to con-
sider how having the proper tools
allows him to service his customers
quickly and efficiently,” Holly
explained. “Regardless of the task at
hand having the right tools makes
each job easier and the time saved is
truly money in the bank. Whenever I
hear a dealer say they can’t afford a
certain tool my question for them is,
‘Can you afford not to have it?’”

While Apple offers a wide variety
of specialty tools designed for speedy
bow repair such as the Bow Axle
Puller and E-Clip Pliers the thinking
is not limited to simply tool modifi-
cations. Nothing proves that better
then the relatively new Pro String
Server. Several years ago a dealer
approached Apple wanting to know if
they could rebuild his old mecha-
nized string server that had finally

Although Apple is well known for their bow presses they are the suppliers of numerous
other tools and hardware items for the archery dealer. Shown here is a small portion of
what they distribute.
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given up the ghost. Jerry was not only
able to rebuild the server but in doing
so saw several ways to improve the
design and soon the vision of anoth-
er product to help the dealer was
born. The heart of Pro String Server is
a fully controlled 0-1800 RPM speed
motor with forward and reverse con-
trol that drives both ends of the string
server simultaneously.  It features a
quick string release with necessary
string stops and string holders allow-
ing for the quick and flawless serving
of any string. 

“The Pro String Server is not sim-
ply a maintenance tool but it is a
proven money maker,” Holly said.
“We have had the server on the mar-
ket for three years and we recently
received an order for a second server
from a dealer who ordered one of the
first ones we produced. His first serv-
er was still working well but he told
me that he makes more money with
that tool then any other tool in his
shop and he was adding a second
one to increase his production and
therefore his bottom line.”

In addition to the line of special-
ty tools Apple also is a one-stop
shopping center for all the basic tools
required for servicing a bow such as
drills, taps, reamers and allen
wrenches. As a matter of fact Apple
ranks among the largest distributors
of allen wrenches. Apple also offers a
wide variety of frequently needed but
often hard to find hardware items
such as screws, socket head screws,
washers, spacers, shims, cable
swages and e-clips.

While Apple provides a variety of
basic tools the firm also keeps on the

cutting edge of technology. It devel-
oped a Laser Axle Alignment Tool
that provides a quick check of axles
and cam wheels at any point along
the draw. Using the Laser Axle
Alignment Tool bows can be quickly
checked for limb twist and the prop-
er alignment of cam wheels. With this
tool the dealer can assure his cus-
tomer that their bow will shoot
smoother and more accurately with
less string and cable wear. 

Another member of Apple’s laser
family is the Laser Sight Adjustment
Tool. Acting like a bore sight for a gun
this unit mounts on the end of an
arrow and when placed on the arrow
rest projects a light onto the target.
This allows the sight pins to be
aligned without firing a shot, speed-
ing bow set-up time and solving a
problem for retailers who have no
room for a bow test lane.

“While we offer all of the tools
and hardware components that a
dealer might need to service his
equipment individually we also offer
a number of complete kits,”
explained Holly. “At Apple we are a
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and trying to assemble everything he
needs to do the job. To keep the deal-
er more organized and to make their
job easier we have put together a
number of kits that are suited for spe-
cific purposes. Take for example our
Pro Shop Kit. The kit includes a bow
press, cut-off saw, bow vise, glue pot
and tool tray all mounted on a stand.
Also included are a variety of
wrenches, a tap tool, and an assort-
ment of hardware plus other miscel-
laneous but necessary small service
items. By using our experience to put
this kit together we not only supply
the dealer with everything he needs
in one package but we can offer the
kit to them at a substantial savings
over the purchase of the individual
items. We carry that same logic over
in our String Making Kit. While we

offer all of the
individual string
making compo-
nents a dealer
needs we also
package all the
components in a
kit and include a
string making
video. Larry
Wise, a foremost
expert on string
making, is our
host on the
video. It is great
for the beginning
string builder as
well as being a
great source of
tips and short-
cuts for even the
most experi-
enced string
builder.”

“Apple acts
as both a manu-
facturer and a
distributor and
our products are

found all over the world,” Holly
reflected. “I believe we owe our suc-
cess to our dedication to designing,
manufacturing and distributing
quality products while making cus-
tomer service a number one priority.
We may be a small operation but we
have a great team and I can’t give
them enough credit for our success. I
like to refer to us as, ‘The little guys
who think big.’” 

Editor’s Note: For more informa-
tion on Apple Products contact the
firm at (800) 745-8190 or visit the web
site at www.AppleArchery.com. 

In addition to his writing duties,
John Kasun is an outdoor seminar
speaker and a business consultant
with experience in corporations large
and small. He can be reached at 126
Hickory Ln, Ducansville, PA 16635, by
phone at (814) 695-5784 or by email
at kasun@aasdcat.com

Tyler Long of Longs Outpost, located in Martinsburg, Pennsylvania, uses an Apple bow
press for his work on a daily basis. "Our Apple bow press is quick and safe," said Tyler.
"It's a pleasure to work with and it makes our job so much easier. We intend to upgrade
this press or purchase a new one with the hydraulic booster for the parallel limbs bows."
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Join the family gathering at ATA in Atlanta (Booth # 2209) and at SHOT in Las Vegas (Booth # 8424)

Revolutionary in concept, these two
new models are adaptable to virtually
any shooter, regardless of age, sex,
stature, or physical ability.

Affordable, light, and quiet, the
Pro Slider and Slider bow assemblies
locate and lock in any of three shooting
positions -short, medium, or long –
to match the individual hunter.

While these new 6 Point Series additions
have personalities of their own, their
genetics are unmistakably TenPoint.

Each location creates a new center
of balance with a different power
stroke, draw weight, & speed.

Draw Weight Power Stroke FPS

Long 175 12.0 305

Medium 150 10.625 280

Short 125 6.5 220
Stock accepts the TenPoint ACUdraw

and ACUdraw 50 cocking mechanisms

Compatable with the SteddyEddy
Monopod System

The fore grip locates in 2 positions

All anodized metal parts

Welcome the newest member of TenPoint Crossbow Technologies’
family - the 6 Point™ series of crossbows - featuring the innovative

Pro Slider™ and Slider™ models.


